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MANUFACTURERS THREE YEAR GUARANTEE
If a defect shall arise in this product within three years of purchase which is attributable to
faulty design, materials or workmanship, the product will be repaired or replaced at our

discretion free of charge. This guarantee is subject to proper use and installation in
accordance with the Installation and Operation Instructions issued with the product.

This guarantee applies to the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland only and is in
addition to your statutory rights.

Please retain this guarantee in a safe place together with evidence of date of purchase
for inspection in the event that it is necessary to claim during the manufacturer’s

guarantee period.

IN THE EVENT OF ANY DIFFICULTIES, PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICES ON:
01959 560010

Visit our website: www.gainsboroughshowers.co.uk

SECTION 1 – GUARANTEE AND SERVICE POLICY
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SECTION TWO – INTRODUCTION AND
COMPONENTS

The Ambassador Mixer Valve mixes
hot and cold water to supply a
shower. It has separate controls for
temperature and flow. The spray
arrangement supplied consists of a
flexible hose, handset and a vertical
slider rail on which to mount the
handset.

The Valve can mount directly onto the
wall or behind a panel. Hot and cold
supplies can be run from above,
below or behind the built in valve.
Surface sited variants are connected
to pipe work that emerges from the
wall directly at the rear of the valve.

Minimum inlet pressure:
0.1 bar (1 mtr. Head)

Maximum inlet pressure:
7.0 bar (70 mtr head)

Inlet pressure ratio mismatch:
6:1 either way

System Applications:
Gravity
Gravity Pumped
Combination Boilers
Instantaneous gas water heaters 
(Multipoints)
Mains Pressurised Systems

If your Ambassador shower is to be
connected to a mains fed system you
must ensure that your water pressure
does not exceed the stated maximum
– your local water authority can
advise you. Where pressures are
likely to exceed 7 bar a pressure
reducing valve (PRV) must be fitted
into the incoming mains supply.
A setting of 3 bar is recommended.
It should be noted that daytime
pressures approaching 6 bar can rise
above the stated maximum overnight.

The valve is thermostatic and
automatically adjusts the mix of hot
and cold water in response to the
temperature of the outgoing water,
which remains substantially constant.
It also has adjustable travel stops,
which are precise temperature
limiters. See page 17 for how to set
these stops.

To combat the effects of scale:

1. Clean the shower head regularly.
Scale build-up in the small hoes
can reduce the flow rate
significantly. 

2. Carry out the following procedure
regularly (maybe as often as once
a week in hard water areas) to flush
out scale from the internal
mechanism of the shower valve:

3. With the shower head removed, set
the shower running, and then
operate the temperature control
lever 5-6 times from fully cold to
fully hot.
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Plan the whole installation before
starting work. Cut the necessary
pipework to length, assemble and
offer up to the installation and valve
before making any solder joints.
Ensure that the pipe is the correct
length, since to shorten it can be
difficult once joints have been made.

On gravity fed low-pressure systems,
unless the pipe runs are very short,
pipework should be 22mm outside
diameter, to reduce pressure loss.
However, the valve will only accept
15mm pipe, so reducer/adaptors (not
supplied) must be fitted to the pipes
as near to the valve as possible.

Carry out any cutting with pipe-
cutters in preference to a hacksaw, to
minimise swarf. In any case, remove
sharp edges.

Modern solder fluxes are
EXTREMELY CORROSIVE and if
allowed to contact the valve can
damage its plastic parts; so FLUSH
OUT ALL PIPEWORK BEFORE
FITTING THE VALVE TO IT. This is to
remove flux and debris and swarf in
the pipes; copper filings, sand and
mortar can damage the valve
permanently. See fig 3.

Ambassador valves incorporate
push-fit connectors. DO NOT push
your fingers into them, as the grip
rings are very sharp.

The inlet fittings are suitable for British
standard 15mm outside diameter
tubing. If plastic tube is to be used
then please ensure the inserts do not
expand the outer diameter or increase
the cut off length by more than 2mm.
Chrome plated copper tube can be
used, but the plating must be removed
for a length of 8mm minimum from
the end. Stainless steel tubing must
not be used at the valve inlets, as
the grip rings will not bite into it.

Lubricate the ends of the pipes with a
silicone based lubricant before
inserting them into the fittings.
(Petroleum jelly is a possible
alternative).

The plastic nuts on the valve do not
normally need to be screwed as
tightly as those on metal fittings.
DO NOT use mole grips or a Stillson
wrench; plumbers’ pliers are best
(if used carefully!).

Check there are no hidden cables or
pipes before drilling holes for fixings.
Take great care when using power
tools near water. The use of a
residual current device (RCD) is
recommended. 

A piece of insulating or masking tape
applied to the wall before marking the
fixing holes will help stop the drill bit
from wandering, particularly on tiled
surfaces.

When working near a shower tray or
bath, insert the plug or a cover in the
waste fitting so that the small parts
cannot be lost.
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SECTION THREE – GENERAL WARNINGS
AND ADVICE
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Take care not to drop accessories or
tools into the bath, basin or shower.

The ideal temperature for the hot
supply is between 60°C and 65°C.
Above 65°C, air can be expelled from
the water which can cause air locks
or poor valve performance. With
pumped systems, this air can cause
cavitation in the pump which can
damage it. So all pipework should be
as short and direct as possible, using
swept bends rather than elbows
where practical, to avoid trapping air.
Do not tee off the upper surface of a
hot water pipe, especially near to a
hot water cylinder, as this will often
contain air bubbles.

FILTERS See Fig 4
To ensure ongoing optimum performance
the control mechanism “cartridge” is
protected by a two-part filter system
located in the internal waterways, see
Fig. 4. Debris accumulation may result in
progressively reduced flow from the
showerhead. As this condition is not
covered by the standard warranty terms it
is suggested that the cartridge be removed
and the filters checked by a competent
person. In case of difficulties, please
contact Customer Services for assistance. 

WATER SUPPLY REGULATIONS
The installation must conform to UK Water
Supply Regulations. If in doubt, your local
water company can advise; otherwise
consult a qualified plumber.

For guidance, the main requirements are:

If the handset can reach to within 25mm
(1̋ ) of the spillover level of the bath,
shower tray, WC or bidet, you must either:

1. Install a hose-restraining ring

2. Fit a double check valve into each
supply pipe to the valve

This is to prevent the possibility of back-
siphonage of used water into the supplies.

Any storage tank (or cistern) must
comply with the regulations, which
are intended to ensure that water in
the tank remains clean. Plumbing
suppliers can provide suitable kits.

A servicing valve must be placed in
the supply to the tank.

Servicing valves must be provided on
the hot and cold supplies to the
valve. This is to avoid wastage of
water in emptying tanks should the
shower valve ever need to be
serviced or replaced. This is also part
of our warranty terms. If servicing
valves are not fitted, you may incur
charges for “draining and refilling”
tanks if this is necessary. “Gate”
valves are ideal with gravity systems,
where pressures are low, because
they do not impose any restriction –
other types of valve can do so. The
servicing valves must be reasonably
accessible: in an airing cupboard or
under a sink unit, for instance.
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SECTION FOUR – PREPARING THE VALVE
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Do not put any valve in the vent pipe
from a hot water cylinder. This pipe
must allow the water cylinder to
expand as it heats, otherwise an
explosion could occur. 

WIRING REGULATIONS
No electrical connections are needed for
this shower, but remember that if you are
creating shower room, bathroom or “en-
suite”, there are specific regulations to which
you must adhere. The main ones are:

1. No socket outlets are allowed in a
bathroom or shower room

2. Any switch (including the body of a pull-
cord switch) must be out of reach of
someone using the bath or shower.

3. All pipework and metallic parts must be
earth-bonded in accordance with the IEE
regulations. IF IN DOUBT SEEK ADVISE
FROM A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN. 

17

The letters H and C (to indicate hot
and cold) are moulded into the
mounting ears immediately behind the
hot and cold ports. It is ESSENTIAL
that the hot and cold supplies are
connected to the correct ports, (hot
supply on the left, cold on the right is
the ‘conventional’ arrangement). If
they are not there will be a total loss
of temperature control. See fig 5.

If your supplies are the opposite way
around i.e. hot on the right and cold
on the left you can fit the valve
“upside down” and make any
necessary alterations to the final
assembly once the valve is in place.

The inlet elbows are the push-fit type;
the inlet elbows accept only 15mm
pipe, and the valve outlet is 1⁄2˝ BSP to
allow fitment of a 15mm tap connector
type union. You must not use solder,
flux, plumbers’ paste, or subject them
to any heat. The concealed valve
uses inlet elbow fittings with integral
grippers. You should not need to take
the mechanism apart; however, once
the pipe has been inserted it cannot
be pulled out. If you need to remove
it, you must unscrew the castellated
nut; the pipe can then be parted from

the connector, taking the “O” ring,
seating piece and grip-ring with it.
The exposed valve uses a separate
gripper assembly to hold the pipes in
place.
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GRAVITY OR HEADER TANK AND PUMPED SYSTEMS See Figs 6 and 7

SECTION FIVE – SUPPLY SYSTEMS
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COLD should be supplied via its own
take-off pipe from the cold water
storage tank. The height of the base
of the tank above the highest position
of the shower handset should be
between 1 and 70m (i.e. a pressure
of 0.1 to 7 bar).

HOT should be supplied from a
vented hot water cylinder by
connecting into the vent/draw off pipe
of the hot water cylinder or
alternatively from the underside of the
horizontal draw off see figure 5 or 6.

If the tank supplying the hot water
cylinder is different from that
supplying the cold, the ratio of their
heights must not exceed 6:1.

The outlet from the cold water tank
for cold supply should be 25mm
below the outlet that feeds the hot
water cylinder. This is so that, if the
mains supply fails, and the cold water
tank level drops, the hot water supply
ceases first. If the cold water ceased
first, the user of the shower could be
scalded. 

Any pump used with a gravity system
should be of the double-ended type,
pumping hot and cold water supplies
separately. See Fig 7. Single-ended
pumps are also available which are
intended to pump the mixed water.
These are placed after the mixer
valve.

We recommend cold water storage of
at least 113/180 litres (25/40 gallons)
for gravity only systems and 225/315
litres (50/70 gallons) for pumped
systems.

Combination tanks, where a small
cold water tank is incorporated above
a hot water cylinder, are usually too
small to supply enough water for a
shower.

UNVENTED (MAINS PRESSURE)
SYSTEMS

If your shower is to be used with a
combination boiler or instantaneous
gas water heater the flow regulator
supplied should be fitted, see fig 8.
The appliance should be capable of
raising the temperature of 7litres/min
of incoming cold water by 45 degrees
centigrade. Fit the flow regulator into
the cold water port before the inlet
elbow is attached, ensuring that the
rubber “O” ring faces outwards see
fig 9.

The valve is also suitable for
connection to mains fed systems
such as unvented hot water storage
(UVHWS) see figure 10.
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EXPOSED MOUNTING

“FIRST FIX” PROCEDURES

Run the 15mm hot and cold supplies
to the preferred siting position of the
Valve – note Hot/Left and Cold/Right.
The pipe work must emerge from the
finished wall surface at right angles
and be set at 150mm centres. It is
recommended that there should be a
“working end” allowance of at least
50mm. The fixing template may be
used to temporarily hold the supply
pipes at the correct centres if required
during the making good process.
Note: use only the 15mm cut-outs – all
other fixing holes etc must be ignored.

Make good the wall as appropriate.

“SECOND FIX” PROCEDURES See fig 11 

After making good, slide the gripper
assembly fully home on the
projecting pipes see Fig 11. 
NOTE: It is strongly recommended
that a fine bead of silicone type
sealant is run into the “mastic
groove” on the rear face of the
gripper assembly prior to final fixing.

Using a rotary type tube cutter trim
the pipes to 14-23mm measured from
the wall surface. 

Remove the Valve Assembly from the
packaging. Push the Body Assembly
out of the Shroud, set the Shroud to
one side.

Fit the elbows to the Body hand tight
ensuring that the rubber washers are
correctly engaged. 

Ensure that the projecting supply pipes
are clean and lubricated using a
suitable (silicone based) lubricant
before carefully offering up the Valve
Assembly into position onto the pipes.
Mark the position of the four fixing
points through the base plate and
remove the Valve Assembly. See fig 12.

Prepare any fixings required suitable
for the wall construction, these
should be of a type to accept size 8
screws. Check that the lubricated
pipe ends have not become
contaminated with brick dust etc.
before re-fitting the valve. Secure the
Valve Assembly to the wall using four
size 8, non-rusting counter sunk
headed screws of a suitable length.

Tighten the Elbow union nuts
sufficiently to obtain a watertight seal. 
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SECTION SIX – MOUNTING THE VALVE
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Check the position of the Outlet Cap,
this must be sited at the top of the
Valve to facilitate a bottom outlet
hose connection and may therefore
require reversal.

Loosely fit the On/Off control and turn
fully clockwise to ensure that the
Valve is in the off position. Remove
the On/Off control and turn on the
supplies and check for any leaks
before proceeding further. 

Re-position the Shroud over the Valve
Assembly and push fully back
towards the wall face.

Set the Valve Assembly to the mid-
blend position by turning the coloured
Temperature Adaptor Ring until the
semi circle of small holes radiate
down from twelve o’clock to six
o’clock. If necessary this operation
will be made easier if a Temperature
Control Fixing Screw is temporarily
inserted by two or three turns into
one of the fixing points. See Fig 13. 

Place the Temperature Control Lever
on the face of the Valve ensuring that
the Lever is vertically uppermost in
the mid-temperature position. Secure
the Lever using the four M4 screws
provided, these should be “hand
tight” only. Please note that
movement of the Temperature
Control Lever may be restricted to a
comfort or safety arc. This operation
is described in “Setting a Maximum
Position”.  (See page 17.)

Refit the On/Off Control, check that
the central oval insert is horizontal
with the Valve in the off position
before pushing fully home.

For guidance on fitting the Shower
Kit, please refer to page 14

RECESSED MOUNTING WITHIN WALL

Read details for “Exposed Mounting”
first. The wall outlet can be positioned
anywhere in relation to the valve.

Having decided where to position the
valve and wall outlet fitting, create a
recess and channels (a “chase”) in
the wall to accept the valve, outlet
assembly and supply pipes (unless
these are to enter from the rear). See
Fig 14. The outlet assembly must be
15mm diameter. If the rear entry is
used, enough space must be allowed
around the inlet fitting to be able to
access the nut at the pipe end to
unscrew it, if pipe removal becomes
necessary for maintenance.
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The recess for the valve should be no
deeper than 92mm from the FINAL
surface of the wall. Remember to
allow for any tiling and grouting you
may plan to apply.

To check that the depth is suitable,
you can temporarily fix the shroud,
large wallplate and temperature lever
in place and offer this assembly to
the recess you are making. 

Construct a suitable outlet assembly
from 15mm tube to fit into the chosen
outlet port of the valve.  (Swap the
outlet cap and washer position if
required). Note the outlet
connection must be made using a
fitting such as a tap connector
union as this will allow
disconnection, should it ever be
necessary at a later date. Form the
assembly, so that there will be a
working end about 50mm projecting
from the finished wall. The open end
should be temporarily “capped off” to
permit a water test before making
good and to prevent the entry of any
dust or dirt. See Fig 14.

Screw the inlet elbows to the valve,
and push this assembly onto the
pipework. Make sure you are fitting
HOT pipe to the HOT port.

Mark the position of the four
mounting holes; unscrew the elbows
from the valve and withdraw the valve.

Prepare any fixings required to
accept no.8 non-rusting countersunk
headed screws of a suitable length,
ensure that the fixings are suitable for
the type of wall construction. 

Fix the valve to the wall and refit the
inlet elbows hand tight, having
thoroughly flushed out of the supply
pipes and checked that the sealing
washers are in position.

Fit the outlet assembly to the valve, it
is important that this pipe work
emerges from the wall face at right
angles. 

Tighten all the nuts necessary with
plumbers’ pliers to achieve a
watertight seal. DO NOT
OVERTIGHTEN! Ensure that the
valve is fully turned off by temporarily
attaching the On/Off control and
turning it clockwise. You can now turn
on the supplies and test for any leaks.
If the outlet has been correctly capped
you can also check for any outlet
leaks by turning the On/Off control
fully anti-clockwise for a few seconds,
you must then turn the valve off and
remove the control until later.

You can now make good the wall, DO
NOT fill the cavity around the valve
completely with cement. This may
damage the valve and pipe work and
make any subsequent removal
difficult. Use the mortar guard
provided and do not fill or tile past
it. Due to the risk of corrosion, mortar
should not be allowed to come into
direct contact with any copper pipe
work. See Fig 15.
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When the mortar has set and you
have finished making good the wall
(with tiles etc.) carefully clean the
shroud taking care that you do not
scratch it. Lightly lubricate the shroud
using petroleum jelly (Vaseline).
Apply a thin bead of silicone sealant
into the groove at the rear of the wall
plate. Carefully push the wall plate
over the shroud and press it up tight
to the wall face. 

Turn the valve assembly to the mid-
blend position by turning the
coloured temperature adapter ring
until the group of small holes radiate
down from twelve o’clock to six
o’clock. This operation can be made
easier if a temperature control lever
fixing screw is temporarily inserted by
two or three turns into one of the
fixing points. See fig 16.

Locate the temperature control lever
on the face of the valve ensuring that
the lever is vertically uppermost.
Secure the lever into position using
the four M4 screws provided, these
should be hand tight only. See Fig
17.  Please note that the temperature
control now has unrestricted
movement from the full cold to full
hot. This movement may be restricted
to a comfort or safety arc and this
operation is described on page 17
“Setting A Maximum Position”.
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Fit the on/off control, check that the
central oval insert is horizontal when
the valve is fully off before pushing
fully home. You should now refer to
the instructions on fitting the kit.

PANEL MOUNTING

If you have clear access to work
behind the panel, you need only to
make a hole 130mm in diameter. The
valve (with shroud and elbows) can
then be pushed THROUGH FROM
BEHIND or, without elbows, from the
front. The large wallplate will then
cover the hole completely.  

You must construct a suitable
mounting surface on which to fix the
valve see Figs 18 and 19. 

If you will not be able to gain clear
access to work behind the panel,
recessed mounting will be difficult.
We recommend you mount the valve
on the surface.

FITTING THE KIT

WARNING – When siting the kit
ensure that when the hose is
passed through the hose restraint
ring so that the handset, if left
hanging, will be unable to pass a
point closer than 25mm from the
rim of the bath or shower tray. This
is to comply with current water
supply regulations. 

Wall Outlet Tube:

Carefully slide the 15mm gripper ring
down the projecting outlet pipe up to
the wall face. See fig 20.

Trim the projecting pipe to a length of
15-22mm measured from the wall
face using a rotary tube cutter.

Clean and lubricate the tube using a
smear of petroleum jelly (Vaseline).

Carefully slide the wall outlet tube
onto the projecting pipe, turn it to the
required position and mark the screw
holes on the wall face, remove the tube.
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Drill and prepare any fixings suitable
for the wall construction – these
should be of a type to accept no.8
screws.

Check that the pipe end has not
become contaminated with brick dust
etc. Apply a thin bead of silicone to
the underside of the outlet tube base
plate and refit. Secure the wall outlet
tube into position using four non-
rusting no.8 screws.

Lightly lubricate the tube and slide
home the wall outlet cover plate.

Slide Rail Assembly and Handset 

Fit both the lever and holder to the
slider section. NOTE; Ensure that
both the lever and the large tapered
end of the holder are facing forwards
see Fig 20.

Turn both the lever and holder so that
the hole inside the slider section is
aligned, then slide entire assembly
onto rail see fig 21.

Tighten the assembly to the rail by
turning the lever clockwise. (NOTE;
When tight the lever should be facing
upwards) see fig 22. 

Fit the rail caps to both ends of the
rail, ensuring the rail indent is
engaged on the cap see fig 23.

Place the brackets on the end of the
rail and establish the height of the
riser rail to suit the user’s requirements.
Mark the wall for the screw fixings in
the lower bracket only see fig 24. 
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Prepare fixings suitable for the wall
construction to secure the lower
fixing bracket see fig 25. 

Place the rail onto the installed lower
mounting bracket. Place the
remaining mounting bracket on top of
the rail and mark the fixing hole on
the wall. Ensure hole position is
vertically aligned. Remove the rail,
drill and prepare fixings suitable for
the wall construction see fig 26.

Replace the rail onto the installed
lower bracket. Replace the upper
bracket onto the rail and secure the
bracket to the wall with the suitable
screws see fig 27. 

To accommodate the hose-retaining
ring, take one of the bracket covers
and carefully cut out the relief section
using a sharp knife see fig 28.

Clip this cover onto the lower
mounting bracket and slide the hose-
retaining ring through the hole so that
it engages into wall bracket see fig 29.
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Clip the remaining cover onto the
upper mounting bracket see fig 30.

Feed the flexible hose through the
hose-retaining ring before fitting to
showerhead and shower outlet see
fig 31.

SETTING A “MAXIMUM” POSITION (See
fig 32)

Screw 2 screws into the cartridge, at
opposite positions (4 turns is
enough); this allows you to turn the
temperature adaptor ring without
having to fit the lever.

Place a plastic pin, narrow end first,
into the hole in the middle of the
upper arc of holes. Push it firmly
home.

Turn the temperature adaptor ring
clockwise until a stop is reached. Fit
the ON/OFF knob loosely and turn
shower fully on. Check that the
temperature is the maximum desired.

If not, remove knob, turn temperature
adaptor ring anti-clockwise, remove
pin and replace in a different hole
(further clockwise for hotter, anti-
clockwise for cooler). Turn
temperature adaptor ring to its new
stop and check temperature.  Repeat
until you are satisfied.

Break off the head of the pin by
levering outwards.

If you also require a “minimum”
position to be set, repeat the
procedure this time turning the
temperature adaptor ring fully
clockwise before inserting a pin or
changing its position. The position of
the plastic pins can be altered at a
later date only by pulling them out
carefully with pointed-nose pliers.

When satisfied with the settings
remove the 2 screws, replace the
lever in position and replace the
ON/OFF knob.
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Fig 30

Fig 31

Fig 32
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In the unlikely event of a problem,
consult the trouble-shooting chart.

For your particular symptom, follow
the suggested remedies in the order
given.

If you are unable to remedy the
problem CONTACT YOUR
INSTALLER IN THE FIRST
INSTANCE.

Where either yourself or your installer
cannot correct the fault, contact
Customer Service who will try to help

over the telephone. If necessary, they
can arrange a visit by a service
engineer. We find that the vast
majority of problems can be solved
by reference to these fitting
instructions or by discussion over the
telephone. In the event that an
engineer is called and faulty
installation, usage, or lack of
reasonable maintenance causes the
fault, a call-out charge will be made.

Do not attempt any plumbing work
unless you are competent to do so.

54
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2

1

SECTION SEVEN – FAULT FINDING

18

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY

No Flow or poor flow
rate

Temperature either
fully hot or fully cold
(no control) –
thermostatic only

Not hot enough even
when temperature
lever moved to “fully
hot”

Temperature varies,
flow rate poor

Temperature swings
regularly between
hot and cold

a) Debris/scale in shower handset
b) Isolating valves not turned on fully
c) Main stop cock not turned on. (Only

applicable to showers plumbed into
mains.)

d) Storage tank empty.
e) Debris in cartridge filter.

a) Reversed inlet supplies

a) Combi boiler installations only:
Water flow through appliance is too
great.

b) Temperature of water in cylinder is
too low.

a) Air in hot water supply.

a) Cold water pressure is too high.

a) Clean Handset.
b) Turn them on fully.
c) Turn on.
d) Check that tank ball cock is not stuck.
e) Check and clear filters (see Page ?).

a) Remount the valve the correct way
round.

a) Check flow rate recommendations
with heater manufacturer. Reduce
flow using on/off knob.

b) Temperature should be a minimum of
15°C above required outlet
temperature.

a) Check that pipe work is laid out with
particular attention to prevention of air
entrapment.

a) Fit a cold inlet restrictor (if not already
fitted).

b) If pressure exceeds 7 bar (100 psi)
install a pressure-reducing valve in
accordance with manufacturers
instructions.
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Gainsborough Showers
Seafield House, Claylands Avenue, Dukeries Industrial Estate, Worksop, Notts S81 7BQ

Technical helpline: Tel: 01959 560010  Fax: 01959 560030
Sales: Tel: 01909 471520  Fax: 01909 471593

www.gainsboroughshowers.co.uk
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